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Responsible management of Earth’s resources requires scientific support, the pool under-
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revised form variables (e.g. statistical relationships between stressors and responses). We propose open-access and
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online sharing of such associations. This concept differs from various efforts around the world to promote
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sharing of primary research data, but holds similar goals of improved use of existing knowledge. The ini-

tiative is made possible by recent developments in information technology and evolving online culture
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(e.g. crowdsourcing and citizen science). We have begun to connect existing projects that catalog and
Environmental assessment

store associations, thereby moving toward a single virtual repository. Researchers and decision makersSystematic review
may share and re-use associationsMeta-analysis for myriad purposes, including: increasing efficiency and timeliness

Bibliometrics of systematic reviews, environmental assessments and meta-analyses, identifying knowledge gaps and

research opportunities, evolvedInformatics providing metrics of research impact, and demonstrating connections
Crowdsourcing between research and environmental improvement.
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1. Introduction thereby facilitating retrieval, synthesis and sharing with wide

audiences beyond what is easily achievable with a collection of

Environmental managers and policy makers require timely and written manuscripts. The challenge is to manage and/or summa-

quality scientific support for effective assessments, decision mak- rize research findings so that they can be discovered and re-used

ing and actions (e.g. Abbot, 2009; Cane, 2010). There is a critical by investigators asking new or different questions. Multiple types

need for mechanisms to help organize and distil the vast scientific of information from the fields of ecology and environmental science

literature to support these activities (e.g. Parr et al., 2012). However, have been, or could be, cataloged and shared (Table 1). Our focus

while the published paper has long been the accepted means of is on a specific sub-set of research findings – associations between

disseminating research findings, “It isn’t the documents which are two variables.

actually interesting, it is the things they are about!” (Berners-Lee, Associations are of particular interest because they often

2007). provide evidence of underlying causal processes that produced

Imagine therefore being able to efficiently access summarized them. For example, one variable may directly cause another, or

findings of all research studies on a chosen environmental topic. the exact causal web may be complex (Pearl, 2009). Importantly,

Findings from studies can be extracted, atomized, and stored, associations are raw findings from research studies rather than

the study author’s interpretation of those findings. In environmen-

tal studies, an association typically has three parts: the statistical

dependence (1) between a stressor, driver or condition (2) and∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 703 347 8554; mobile: +1 202 577 9031.
an observed response (3). For example, Mims and Olden (2012),
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